
Matias Vestberg - Curriculum Vitae

Personal Profile
I am a mathematician and PhD student at Aalto University. My PhD thesis is concerned with the regularity
and existence of weak solutions to doubly nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs). Even
thoughmywork is concernedwith the theoretical aspects of PDEs, themodels I study originate from the des-
cription of physical phenomena. Apart from providing motivation for my work, the real world applications
also give some intuition for what to expect.

My research field is quite versatile in the sense that the rigor of pure mathematics requires strict attention
to detail, but at the same time it is necessary to have an overview of the problem solving process in order to
complete the sometimes lengthy arguments.

My educational backround includes a Master’s degree in Mathematics, a minor in Physics and a separate
minor in eoretical Physics. During my studies I also took some courses in scientific computing.

Education
June 2015 MSc in Mathematics at the University of Helsinki

esis: e Wave Front Set and Oscillatory Integrals (Grade: ECLA).
For mymajor I mainly studied topics in Analysis.
I studied Physics and eoretical Physics as minors.

Nov. 2012 BSc in Mathematics at the University of Helsinki
esis: Chaos in Discrete Topological Dynamical Systems

Employment History
1.2.2016 - Doctoral student in the NPDE group at Aalto University
present Doctoral student

My current research concerns regularity and existence theory for weak solutions to nonlinear
parabolic PDEs. In addition, I have some teaching obligations.

15.5.2014 - Summer job at the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Helsinki
31.8.2014 Research assistant

I worked for prof. Matti Lassas in the Inverse Problems group.
1.9.2012 - Part-time employment at the Department of Physics, University of Helsinki
31.12.2012 Research assistant

Research onmolecule adsorption in the vicinity of surface defects.
1.6.2012 - Summer job at the Department of Physics, University of Helsinki
31.8.2012 Research assistant

I worked in the division of Materials Physics, more specifically in the simulation group. My
work consisted in studyingmolecule adsorption on a platinum surface using density functional
theory.

1.6.2011 - Summer job at the Department of Physics, University of Helsinki
31.8.2011 Research assistant

is was my first job in the simulation group. I simulated bombardments of amorphous GaSb
with argon ions using molecular dynamics.

14.4.2008 - Mathematics teacher at Borgå Gymnasium
31.5.2008 Part-time teacher

I taught 3 groups and two different courses during the last period before the summer break.
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https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/154461
https://math.aalto.fi/en/research/analysis/npde/
http://beam.acclab.helsinki.fi/sim/


Skills
Computer Skills
Basic scientific computing skills
Familiarity with Linux distributions

Languages
Swedish (mother tongue)
Finnish
English
Italian

Events and talks
2018 Workshop on dynamical systems, calculus of variations and control (Florence, Italy)

Regularity properties of weak solutions to a diffusive shallowmedium equation

Publications
Mathematics
V. Bögelein, N. Dietrich andM. Vestberg: Existence of Solutions to aDiffusive ShallowMediumEquation, Sub-
mitted to a journal, 2020.
V. Vespri and M. Vestberg: An Extensive Study of the Regularity of Solutions to Doubly Singular Equations,
Accepted for publication in Advances in Calculus of Variations, 2019.
T. Singer andM.Vestberg: LocalHölderContinuity ofWeak Solutions to aDiffusive ShallowMediumEquation,
Nonlinear Analysis, Vol. 185, 306-335, 2019.
T. Singer and M. Vestberg: Local Boundedness of Weak Solutions to the Diffusive Wave Approximation of the
ShallowWater Equations, Journal of Differential Equations, Vol. 266 no. 6, 3014-3033, 2019.

Physics
Sinha, Heikkinen, Vestberg, Mether, Nordlund, Lahtinen, Adsorption of maleic anhydride on Pt(111), Surface
Science 620, 9-16. (2014)
Norris, Samela, Vestberg, Nordlund, Aziz, Crater functions for compound materials: A route to parameter es-
timation in coupled-PDE models of ion bombardment , Nuclear instruments & methods in physics research
section b -Beam interactions with materials and atoms 318. 245-252. (2014)
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.na.2019.03.013
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jde.2018.08.051
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jde.2018.08.051
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.susc.2013.09.027
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2013.10.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2013.10.003
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